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Abstract

In this paper we present Chandelle system that shows
the benefits of having WLAN networks on top of
SDN/OpenFlow infrastructure: faster and smooth mi-
gration procedure and cost reduction of wireless access
points.

1 Introduction/Motivation

As IEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN (WLAN) [1] technology
matures, large scale deployment of WLAN networks is
highlighting certain technical challenges such as man-
agement, monitoring and control of large number of Ac-
cess Points (APs). Distributing and maintaining a con-
sistent configuration throughout the entire set of APs in
the WLAN is a difficult task. The shared and dynamic
nature of the wireless medium also demands effective co-
ordination among the APs to minimize radio interference
and maximize network performance. Network security
issues, which have always been a concern in WLAN’s,
present even more challenges in large deployments and
new architectures.

To address above mentioned problems centralized
IEEE 802.11 WLAN architectures have been emerged:
simple APs are managed by an Access Controller (AC).
There is an open protocol to AC-AP communication
called CAPWAP [2, 4]. Such controller-based WLAN
networks have a lot benefits like seamless roaming, but
they have some overheads that can be eliminated by in-
tegrating Access Controller with SDN/OpenFlow con-
troller [3].

In this paper we present Chandelle system that allows
to faster roaming procedure even more taking benefits of
integration WLAN solutions with SDN/OpenFlow net-
works.

Figure 1: The basic scheme of integrating CAPWAP
wireless controller with SDN/OpenFlow controller.

2 Proposed approach

In traditional solutions, once the AP understands the
client signal is weak, it sends CAPWAP Controller no-
tification that the client is leaving the area. CAPWAP
Controller sends to the client recommendation of new AP
right after it is selected. When the client connects to the
new AP, the AP sends notification to the CAPWAP con-
troller which checks client’s credentials and responses
to the AP with an authorization keys. Then AP initial-
izes four-handshake protocol which establishes connec-
tion with the new AP. On that stage roaming is done and
user is able to send packets.

Despite the fact everything is done already, tradi-
tional networks is not ready for roaming. At this mo-
ment switches still have old rules and reconfiguration
takes time and brings additional delays for the client.
SDN/OpenFlow networks are able to cover this draw-
back (see Figure 1) as network prepare work can be
started at the moment of connection finalization between
client and new AP. In such case CAPWAP controller tells
the SDN/OpenFlow controller about the client migration
and necessity to push new flows to the switches.

Figure 2 explains the same procedure with a router be-



Figure 2: Motivation example: the client is migrating to
AP resided in other subnet than the old AP.

tween APs and the new AP which belongs to other subnet
than the old AP. The new AP encapsulates each packet
from the client using any Ethernet over IP (EoIP) tech-
niques to send it through the tunnel to the old AP, where
the packet is forwarded according to the old rules. This
significantly decreases network communication charac-
teristics for the migrated client such as delay and band-
width. Moreover a tunneling requires additional CPU
resources at an AP. In SDN/OpenFlow, a router does not
exist as a separate device. In contrast, there are Open-
Flow switches supporting L1-L4 addressing that can be
configured by the SDN/OpenFlow controller. Such solu-
tion allows to send the client’s packets directly to the des-
tination without packets hooking on the old AP. We have
to forget about this complex roaming Chandelle stunt1.

The other interesting example to consider is wireless
clients access control. The examples of restrictions that
access control can provide can be formulated as follow-
ing: ”guests have only access to the Internet”, ”the in-
terns have access to the Internet and to a mail server”,
etc. In tradition WLAN, APs must check all of ACL
rules that leads to significantly increasing cost of APs.
In SDN/OpenFlow, these ACL rules can be verified in
the border OpenFlow switches that dynamically config-
ured from the SDN/OpenFlow controller. Thus, an AP
might be less powerful and less expensive. We use AP
that 10 cheaper than vendors’ solutions.

3 Evaluation

We have implemented our approach in the ARCCN Uni-
versal Wireless Controller (UWC) integrated with AR-
CCN OpenFlow Controller (OFC). The controllers com-
municate with each other through queue based north-

1Chandelle is a steep climbing turn executed in an aircraft to gain
height while changing the direction of flight. Widely use in air fights.

Figure 3: The roaming timelines with (a) traditional net-
works and (b) SDN/OpenFlow networks.

bound API. The UWC notifies OFC about client mi-
gration and tells new ACL rules applied to appropriate
client. The OFC knows all previous routes for a client
and seamlessly rewrites them for the new AP.

The testbed for our evaluation consists of a single
client, two APs on the same subnet (TP-LINK), three
hardware OpenFlow switches (NEC) in one line and the
server that runs both controllers. The switches work
in hybrid mode in order to evaluate both cases: legacy
and OpenFlow networks. In all experiments, we mea-
sure the network congestion time right after the roaming.
The client runs ping utility with request timeout equal to
100ms.

Our results show that the legacy network needs
in average 2.394 seconds to reconfigure, while the
SDN/OpenFlow network doesn’t bring additional delay.
This is because the migration in UWC requires 850ms
and the OFC has enough time to reconfigure the switches
(figure 3). Finally, we have got 70% faster roaming with
SDN/OpenFlow!
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